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ABSTRACT
In academia and industry learning factories are established as close-to-reality learning environments for education and training in the manufacturing domain. Although the approach and concept of existing learning factories is often similar, orientation and design of individual facilities are diverse. So far, there is no structured framework to describe Learning Factory approaches. In the paper a multidimensional description model is presented in form of a morphology which can be used as a starting point for the structuring and classification of existing Learning Factory application scenarios as well as a support for the development and improvement of Learning Factory approaches.

INTRODUCTION
The intensifying consideration of action- and experience-based concepts for competence development in the field of education and vocational training results in an observable range extension of close-to-reality learning and teaching environments. While so called Learning Factories for education of future production engineers are leading the way, educational strategies for other occupational sectors also adapt the idea of learning factories, such as the chemical and pharmaceutical industry (Wüst, 2011) or the service sector (Hammer, August, 28th, 2014).

Since there is no globally accepted definition for learning factories as an educational facility and no consent on the associated terminology, existing institutions which characterize themselves as such vary a lot, e.g. with regard to the available infrastructure, the underlying didactical concept and the level of realism. Understanding this broad range, characterizing single institutions and comparing those with one another is eased by description models. Within the third-party funded “Network of Innovative Learning Factories (NIL)” and the CIRP CWG “Learning Factories for future oriented research and education in manufacturing”, a new classification scheme for Learning Factories has been developed and tested. It intends to represent elements and features holistically. Due to the large numbers of institutions involved in the process, the result also claims a high degree of universal validity.

LEARNING FACTORIES FOR EXPERIENTIAL AND PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING IN THE MANUFACTURING DOMAIN
In the past, traditional teaching methods that have been applied in the manufacturing domain were not sufficient to meet the demands of the rapidly changing environments due to inadequate implementation and transfer effects for the manufacturing target groups (Abele & Reinhart, 2011). To avoid the obstacle of trainings being too abstract and far away from real manufacturing problems, manufacturing appropriate learning environments have been created in which self-learning processes can be initiated and moderated. In recent years, this approach has been implemented in industry and academia in form of learning factories (Abele et al., 2015). Depending on the perspective, learning factories are

- highly complex learning environments that allow a high-quality, self-contained competency development (teaching learning perspective) or
idealized replicas of industrial value chain sections in which informal, non-formal and formal learning can take place (operational perspective) (Tisch, Hertle, Abele, Metternich, & Tenberg, 2015).

(Abele et al., 2015) give a short overview of the history of the Learning Factory approach from the early implementations at the Penn State University (Jorgensen, Lamancusa, Zayas-Castro, & Ratner, 1995; Lamancusa, Jorgensen, & Zayas-Castro, 1997; Lamancusa, Zayas, Soyster, Morell, & Jorgensen, 2008) over new Learning Factory variations especially in Europe (Abele, Cachay, Heb, & Scheibner, 2011; Wagner, AlGeddawy, ElMaraghy, & Müller, 2012) to the establishment of the Initiative of European Learning Factories (founded in 2011), the Network of innovative Learning Factories (NIL, worldwide, founded in 2013, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research through the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)) and the CIRP Collaborative Working Group on “Learning Factories for future oriented research and education in manufacturing” (CIRP CWG, worldwide, started in 2014). The understanding of the system Learning Factory in this article is based on discussions inside and the first results of the CIRP CWG on Learning Factories (Abele et al., 2015). The detailed description model presented in section 3 is developed in close cooperation with the NIL and the CIRP CWG.

EXISTING DESCRIPTION MODELS

Several classification and description models have been disseminated for the purpose of allowing a feature-based delineation of learning factories during the last three years (Initiative on European Learning Factories, 2012; Steffen, Frye, & Deuse, 2013b; Tisch et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2012). They primarily use the heuristic procedure of morphologic analysis and either focus on particular technical aspects or at least hide out the didactical and pedagogical dimension.

Great asset of the morphological analysis (Zwicky, 1966, 1989) as a method for describing complex systems such as a Learning Factory is the integration of all significant features and characteristics and their potential attributes (Metternich, Abele, & Tisch, 2013). Thus, a picture of learning factories both holistic and generic can be drawn while at the same time a particular Learning Factory can be classified, allowing a simplified illustration of the correlations between all existing options to conceptualize a Learning Factory and the specific design of the actual Learning Factory that is being analyzed.

(Steffen et al., 2013b) present a morphology-based model that covers three contentual dimensions: operation model, target group/metrics and equipment. Thereby, the model is able to also describe framework conditions and information that do not necessarily concern the actual capability building process.

Additionally, (Steffen, Frye, & Deuse, 2013a) appended a didactics-focused description model that is making use of the same technique, but systemizing targets and contents of teaching and learning processes, design of the teaching situation and the organizational framework.

(Wagner et al., 2012) developed a classification tool for learning factories based on a decision table that retrieves information solely regarding the changeability of learning factories. It distinguishes between first- and second-order parameters: The first-order parameters prove if a certain change-enabler is true to the Learning Factory. If that is the case, the second-order level describes how this change-enabler is realized technically.

(Tisch et al., 2013) show a comparatively compact typology displaying a variety of Learning Factory parameters as the result from a survey of ten institutions that are part of the European Initiative on Learning Factories.

LEARNING FACTORY MORPHOLOGY

The developed description model of this paper is based on the definition and the dimensions of learning factories identified in (Abele et al., 2015):

- Operating Model
- Purpose and targets
- Process
- Setting
- Product
- Didactics
- Metrics

Since learning factories are evolving further as a result of new research findings in the educational context or due to emerging technology that has an impact on training needs, also description models need to be adapted or even extended constantly. Therefore, the CIRP CWG on learning factories as well as the project Network of Innovative Learning Factories (NIL), at the same time developed and validated a multi-dimensional description model. It can serve as an orientation in the design of a new Learning Factory as well as a tool for delineation of existing learning factories. As a compilation of features and characteristics that represent an academic consensus, the description model has a direct effect towards further standardization of the Learning Factory idea. Basically,
learning factories are developed based on an underlying purpose through intended definition of curricula, equipment and a didactic model. For the description model developed, 59 single characteristics in seven dimensions were identified. Then, respective attributes have been developed and elaborated for each.

**Part 1: Operating Model**

Today’s learning factories are mainly operated by academic institutions (Abele et al., 2011; Hummel, Schuhmacher, & Ranz, 2014; Reinhart, Schnellbach, Hilgert, & Frank, 2013; Sihn & Jäger, 2012) or profit-oriented operators, namely consulting firms (Hammer, August, 28th, 2014) and big industrial companies (mainly in the automotive industry (Herrmann & Stäudel, 2014; Oberthuer, 2013; Werz, 2012), but also in other sectors (Wüst, 2011)). In the non-profit oriented sector, a variation of the Learning Factory concepts is common in vocational schools (Zinn, 2014).

To operate a Learning Factory, it is not sufficient to have the sole Learning Factory equipment. Learning Factories create values in developing competencies over all hierarchy levels along the value chain in various technological and organizational fields. In order to not only build-up, but also continuously operate and improve the Learning Factory, it has to be linked with a sustainable operational model including financial, personnel and thematic quality/sustainability.

Learning factories must be financed initially (to build up the facility) and continuously (to enable the ongoing operation of the Learning Factory). For both types, internal, public and third party (company) funds from short to long term funding are possible for learning factories. As an important form of financing training programs can be offered on the market in open models (club model or course fees) or can be designed for individual companies.

Personal and organizational aspects play an important role in the quality of the Learning Factory concept. In addition to the technical expertise the Learning Factory staff requires didactic competence for the development and the moderation of trainings or the coaching of trainees. Suitable personnel (research assistants, engineers, etc.) must be recruited and developed.

---

**Figure 1: Learning Factory morphology part 1: Operating model**

**Part 2: Purpose and targets**

In order to classify a system as “Learning Factory”, learning in some sense has to be part of the concept. Following this, either education and/or vocational training (learning in the sense of competency development) and/or research (learning in the sense of innovation) is/are the main purpose(s) of a Learning Factory. As additional secondary purposes industrial production, demonstration and technology transfer, advertisement for production and testing are possible.
For the education and training various target groups in heterogeneous or homogeneous constellation and targeted industries may be addressed in learning factories. Also numerous fields of subject relevant learning content can be identified in existing learning factories, for an overview see also (Micheu & Kleindienst, 2014).

Part 3: Process

In the third dimension “Process” of the description model potential system boundaries of learning factories regarding the product, factory, technology and order lifecycle (Bauernhanzl et al., 2014) are described. Furthermore processes and functions are described in detail regarding the material flow, the process type, manufacturing organization, the degree of automation, manufacturing methods and technology.

Part 4: Setting

The dimension “Setting” describes the represented learning environment and its features. The original idea behind the learning factories involves a physical factory environment where participants can experiment and explore. Here life-size and scaled-down (miniaturized) factory environments are observed, see e.g. (Abele, Tenberg, Wennemer, & Cachay, 2010; Festo Didactic, 2014). In addition to this, learning processes can involve...
virtual and digital representations of value adding chains (Sivard & Lundholm, 2013). The Learning Factory concept also enables good opportunities for blended learning programs, where the physical Learning Factory serves as an application scenario and a place where participants can meet (Tisch et al., 2015).

According to the definition, a Learning Factory includes more than one single work station (Abele et al., 2015) – a whole factory (or even a factory network) may be part of the learning environment. Flexibility and changeability are important requirements for this factory environment since trainees must be able to remodel it. Like in a regular factory IT-support is possible before (CAD, CAM, etc.) and after (ERP, MES, etc.) the start of production (SOP) as well as after the production phase (CRM, PLM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.1 learning environment</th>
<th>purely physical (planning + execution)</th>
<th>physical LF supported by digital factory (see line “IT-integration”)</th>
<th>physical value stream of LF extended virtually</th>
<th>purely virtual (planning + execution)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.2 environment scale</td>
<td>scaled down</td>
<td>life-size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 work system levels</td>
<td>work place</td>
<td>work system</td>
<td>factory</td>
<td>network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 enablers for changeability</td>
<td>mobility</td>
<td>modularity</td>
<td>compatibility</td>
<td>scaleability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5 changeability dimensions</td>
<td>layout &amp; logistics</td>
<td>product features</td>
<td>product design</td>
<td>technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6 IT-integration</td>
<td>IT before SOP (CAD, CAM, simulation)</td>
<td>IT after SOP (PPS, ERP, MES)</td>
<td>IT after production (CRM, PLM...)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Learning Factory morphology part 4: Setting

Part 5: Product

The product is a functional instrument in every Learning Factory and has to support the knowledge transfer through its inherent characteristics. In contrast to the regular product design process, the product used in a Learning Factory is either chosen intendedly from existing products on the market or is even developed specifically for the object use (Metternich, Abele, & Tisch, 2013; Tisch et al., 2015; Wagner, AlGeddawy, ElMaraghy, & Müller, 2014). For this particular case, (Wagner et al., 2014) provide a development procedure for Learning Factory products. The product has an impact on the complexity of learning scenarios and their duration. It is also one driver of operational costs and affects efforts for maintaining and administering a Learning Factory. While most Learning Factories use dismountable products for repeated usage, some facilities also merchandise the Learning Factory production output after trainings, see e.g. (Kreimeier et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.1 materiality</th>
<th>material (physical product)</th>
<th>immaterial (service)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.2 form of product</td>
<td>general cargo</td>
<td>bulk cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 product origin</td>
<td>own development</td>
<td>development by participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4 marketability of product</td>
<td>available on the market</td>
<td>available on the market, but didactically simplified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5 no. of different products</td>
<td>1 product 2 products 3-4 products &gt; 4 products</td>
<td>flexible, developed by participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6 no. of variants</td>
<td>1 variant 2-4 variants 4-20 variants</td>
<td>flexible, depending on participants determined by real orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7 no. of components</td>
<td>1 comp 2-5 comp 6-20 comp 21-50 comp 51-100 comp &gt; 100 comp</td>
<td>flexible, depending on participants determined by real orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8 further product use</td>
<td>re-use / re-cycling exhibition / display</td>
<td>give-away sale disposal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Learning Factory morphology part 5: Product
Part 6: Didactics

An integral component of every Learning Factory concept is “Didactics”. Beyond describing the learning outcomes and competence classes addressed, the methods used and the surrounding conditions to achieve those outcomes are detailed. Although learning factories per definition focus on action-oriented, also teacher-centered teaching methods may be incorporated in the overall concept. It should be kept in mind, that competencies generally are developed in an alternation of thinking and doing, while both elements are essential (Aebli, 1994).

### Table: Methodologies of Learning Factories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competence Classes</td>
<td>Technical and methodological competencies, Social &amp; communication competencies, Personal competencies, Activity and implementation oriented competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Cognitive, Affective, Psycho-motorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Strategy</td>
<td>Instruction, Demonstration, Closed scenario, Open scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Learning Environment</td>
<td>Greenfield (development of factory environment), Brownfield (improvement of existing factory environment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Channel</td>
<td>Onsite learning (in the factory environment), Remote connection (to the factory environment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Autonomy</td>
<td>Instructed, Self-guided/self-regulated, Self-determined/ Self-organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of the Trainer</td>
<td>Presenter, Moderator, Coach, Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Training</td>
<td>Tutorial, Practical lab course, Seminar, Workshop, Project work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization of Trainings</td>
<td>Standardized trainings, Customized trainings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Foundation</td>
<td>Prerequisites in advance (en bloc), Alternating with practical parts, Based on demand, Afterwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Levels</td>
<td>Feedback of participants, Learning of participants, Transfer to the real factory, Economic impact of trainings, Return on trainings / ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Success Evaluation</td>
<td>Knowledge test (written), Knowledge test (oral), Written report, Oral presentation, Practical exam, None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Learning Factory morphology part 6: Didactics

Part 7: Metrics

Ultimately, a metrics section describes quantitative figures easily ascertainable such as floor area size, average number of participants per trainings or the number of full time researchers assigned to the Learning Factory. It is supposed to give the user of the description model better vivid perception of physical and operational extent of the Learning Factory analyzed.

### Table: Metrics of Learning Factories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Participants Per Training</td>
<td>1-5 participants, 5-10 participants, 10-15 participants, 15-30 participants, &gt;30 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Standardized Trainings</td>
<td>1 training, 2-4 trainings, 5-10 trainings, &gt;10 trainings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Duration of a Single Training</td>
<td>&lt; 1 day, 1-2 days, 3-5 days, 5-10 days, 10-20 days, &gt;20 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants Per Year</td>
<td>&lt; 50 participants, 50-200 participants, 201-500 participants, 501-1000 participants, &gt;1000 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Utilization</td>
<td>&lt; 10%, 10-20%, 21-50%, 51-75%, 76-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of LF</td>
<td>&lt; 100 sqm, 100-300 sqm, 300-500 sqm, 500-1000 sqm, &gt;1000 sqm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE in LF</td>
<td>&lt; 1, 2-4, 5-9, 10-15, &gt;15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Learning Factory morphology part 7: Metrics
RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
The presented description model, compiled by seven morphological boxes, integrates all scope areas relevant for characterizing a Learning Factory for education in the manufacturing domain. Through the high number of involved partners in the international development and testing process, it can not only be considered the most comprehensive description model for learning factories existing, but also the most generally accepted. Thereby, it is a contribution towards standardization and standard assurance in the Learning Factory context. Since further dissemination of the Learning Factory concept and thereby the set-up of new facilities are expected in the years to come, also some new distinction criteria may arise as a by-product of the evolvement. Thus, this description model is not a static construct but will be questioned consistently with regard to actuality and integrity and updated or expanded whenever necessary.

As a first next step, a web-based platform that allows operators of existing learning factories to assess their concept with the help of the presented morphology will be established. The platform will also serve as an information database for those who seek to identify a facility with certain desired features and thereby facilitate forging new contacts and creating new partnerships for Learning Factory operators and interested parties.
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